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a b s t r a c t 

This paper addresses a novel approach to atomic resolution elemental mapping, demonstrating a method 

that produces elemental maps with a similar resolution to the established method of electron energy- 

loss spectroscopy in scanning transmission electron microscopy. Dubbed energy-filtered imaging scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (EFISTEM) this mode of imaging is, by the quantum mechanical prin- 

ciple of reciprocity, equivalent to tilting the probe in energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy 

(EFTEM) through a cone and incoherently averaging the results. In this paper we present a proof-of- 

principle EFISTEM experimental study on strontium titanate. The present approach, made possible by 

chromatic aberration correction, has the advantage that it provides elemental maps which are immune 

to spatial incoherence in the electron source, coherent aberrations in the probe-forming lens and probe 

jitter. The veracity of the experiment is supported by quantum mechanical image simulations, which pro- 

vide an insight into the image-forming process. Elemental maps obtained in EFTEM suffer from the effect 

known as preservation of elastic contrast, which, for example, can lead to a given atomic species appear- 

ing to be in atomic columns where it is not to be found. EFISTEM very substantially reduces the preser- 

vation of elastic contrast and yields images which show stability of contrast with changing thickness. The 

experimental application is demonstrated in a proof-of-principle study on strontium titanate. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The technique of energy-filtered transmission electron mi-

roscopy (EFTEM) uses inelastically scattered electrons that have

ndergone a specific range of energy losses within a specimen to

orm an image. Selecting energy windows that cover a range of

nergies above inner-shell edges pertinent to elements present in

he sample, it is possible, in principle, to obtain elemental maps

ocating different atomic species in the specimen. Until recently,

btaining atomic resolution experimental EFTEM images has been

ifficult due to chromatic aberration and low signal to noise ra-

ios. Chromatic aberration degrades the image formed, as electrons

hat have lost different amounts of energy within an energy win-

ow will be focused in different planes by the imaging lens. This
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ffect can be reduced by decreasing the width of the energy win-

ow used in image formation, however this also leads to a reduc-

ion of the signal to noise ratio. Due to these competing effects,

he resolution of energy-filtered images has been limited. Recently

hromatic aberration correction has been implemented to supple-

ent the now ubiquitous spherical aberration correctors [1] . The

EI Titan 60–300 PICO at the Ernst Ruska-Centre in Jülich is an

xample of such a system. This allows wide energy windows to be

sed, improving signal to noise ratios and sub- ̊Angstrom resolution

an be realized [2,3] . 

However, despite the improved quality of the elemental maps

hich can be obtained on such an achromatic system, the in-

erpretation of these images is problematic due to the so-called

henomenon of the preservation of coherent elastic contrast [2–

] . As discussed in detail in Ref. [5] , for thicker specimens we

nd situations where the combination of the delocalized nature of

onization transition potentials and the multiple elastic scattering

hrough the specimen produces features in the EFTEM image, for

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2017.06.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ultramic
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing (a) energy-filtered scanning transmission electron mi- 

croscopy (EFISTEM), (b) precession energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy 

precession EFTEM) and (c) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) using 

electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). 
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which plane wave (parallel) illumination is used, that do not al-

low for reliable interpretation by visual analysis alone. In Ref. [3] it

was found that EFTEM images of strontium titanate (STO) down

the [001] zone axis based on the titanium L 2,3 -edge and the oxy-

gen K -edge were not directly interpretable as elemental maps of

titanium and oxygen. Due to the delocalized nature of the tran-

sition potentials associated with these core-loss edges, a particu-

lar column containing the element of interest makes a delocalized

contribution to the EFTEM image contrast. In particular intensity is

seen around columns as far as 0.3 nm away from the column in

which the inelastic scattering event occurred. Localization of ele-

mental information in EFTEM maps for these edges is only possible

for very thin specimens ( < 3 nm). 

2. Energy-filtered imaging scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (EFISTEM) 

2.1. Experimental setup and relationship to other imaging modes 

The imaging scanning transmission electron microscopy (IS-

TEM) mode introduced by Rosenauer, Krause et al. [6] could be

a way to address the effects of preservation of elastic contrast

in EFTEM. ISTEM effectively implements transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) imaging with spatially incoherent illumination (fill-

ing a cone with angle analogous to that of the probe-forming semi-

angle used in the ISTEM experiment). This is implemented by us-

ing, for image formation in TEM, a strongly focused probe scanning

(sequentially) over the sample area of interest instead of employ-

ing parallel (simultaneous) illumination. Since the acquisition time

is identical to the total scan time, the resulting image consists of

all the incoherently overlapping intensity distributions created by

the continuously scanning beam. Incoherent image formation al-

lows increased resolution and is more robust with respect to chro-

matic aberration than the coherent illumination used in conven-

tional TEM (CTEM) [6,7] . The same strategy is implemented here

but now with an energy filter in place, dubbed energy-filtered IS-

TEM (EFISTEM). The energy-filtered image is built up by incoher-

ently summing the images obtained as a STEM probe is scanned

across the specimen. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a). This

yields the same image that would be obtained if we were to tilt

the wave vector of an incident plane wave through a range of an-

gles similar to that defined by the probe-forming aperture in EFIS-
EM, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) [8] and referred to here as preces-

ion EFTEM. Tilting the illumination through a range of angles in

EM is an approach discussed in Ref. [9] , where it is referred to

s hollow-cone illumination TEM. Precession EFTEM would, how-

ver, be less convenient to implement experimentally than EFIS-

EM. In Ref. [8] it was demonstrated using simulations, compar-

ng conventional EFTEM images to EFISTEM images, that for the

atter the preservation of elastic contrast is indeed strongly sup-

ressed. By the quantum mechanical principle of reciprocity, it can

e shown that the commonly used STEM EELS configuration shown

n Fig. 1 (c) is approximately equivalent to both the EFISTEM and

recession EFTEM cases shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). STEM EELS suf-

ers from resolution-limiting factors such as spatial incoherence,

ue to the finite size of the electron source, and scan noise, as dis-

ussed in Ref. [8] . Aberrations in the condenser lens can affect the

robe but STEM EELS is immune to imaging system aberrations

nd image spread phenomena. EFISTEM, on the other hand, pro-

ides elemental maps which are immune to spatial incoherence in

he electron source and probe scan jitter, but is affected by image

pread and the modulation transfer function of the camera used.

urthermore, the maps are also insensitive to coherent aberrations

n the probe-forming lens but are affected by aberrations in the

ost-specimen image-forming lens. The aberrations in the image-

orming lens are negligible in a system with spherical and chro-

atic aberration correction, such as that used here, but may be

roblematic in non-corrected systems. 

.2. Potential resolution of EFISTEM relative to STEM EELS 

The resolution of EFISTEM images is therefore determined by

he limitations of the microscope used (in this case the PICO in-

trument) for the energy window selected. Depending on the cho-

en magnification, the modulation transfer function of the cam-

ra may lead to a significant contrast reduction. Due to the very

igh magnification applied in the experiment to be described in

he next paragraph, that is not the case here. The essential limita-

ion is hence due to an image spread [1] characterized by a root-

ean-square amplitude of 16 pm. While scan noise and source

ize, which limit STEM EELS, typically amount to a broadening of

ore than 80 pm (HWHM) [10,11] , the image spread of 16 pm

orresponds to a broadening of only 19 pm (HWHM). This shows

he potential of EFISTEM as a complementary method to yield in-

reased spatial resolution compared to STEM EELS for specific ex-

erimental conditions and applications. This is at the expense of

he acquired spectral information, as STEM EELS yields complete

pectra for each scan point, while EFISTEM will result in one spe-

ific elemental map. 

. Experiment 

We have taken both ISTEM and EFISTEM images of a specimen

f STO, approximately 15 nm thick, down the [001] zone axis us-

ng the FEI Titan 60–300 PICO at the ER-C Jülich [12] , currently one

f only a handful of microscopes worldwide with chromatic aber-

ation correction. The STO specimen was prepared using focused

on beam and low-energy Ar-ion milling to obtain a lamella with

n edge thickness between 10 and 20 nm. The microscope was

perated at 200 kV, with a probe forming aperture of 20 mrad,

hich was chosen to get good contrast in the ISTEM images. The

oherent aberrations were corrected up to 22 mrad following the

/4 criterion [13] . No hard objective aperture was used on the im-

ge forming lens but the contrast transfer function is limited by an

ffective aperture which is caused by mechanical vibrations, lens

nstabilities and, for the PICO instrument, especially by thermal

agnetic field noise [14] , which which act together as an effective
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Fig. 2. Experimental imaging scanning transmission electron microscopy (ISTEM) 

image of strontium titanate taken down the [001] zone axis at 200 kV with a 

probe-forming semi-convergence angle of 20 mrad The simulation which is overlaid 

used these parameters and assumed that the probe was tilted by 3 mrad along 

[110] and that the imaging lens was underfocused by 12.5 nm and had an effective 

aperture of 55 mrad. A Gaussian blur with a HWHM of 0.035 nm has been applied 

to the simulation. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental energy-filtered imaging scanning transmission electron mi- 

croscopy (EFISTEM) oxygen map of strontium titanate taken down the [001] zone 

axis at 200 kV with a probe forming semi-convergence angle of 20 mrad. The sim- 

ulation which is overlaid used these parameters and also assumed that the probe 

was focused on the entrance surface of the specimen and that the imaging lens had 

an effective aperture of 55 mrad. The same Gaussian blur that was applied to the 

simulated ISTEM image in Fig. 2 was also used in this case. 
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1  
mage spread [15] . The effective aperture was characterized in sim-

lations using a semi-angle of 55 mrad (at 200 keV corresponding

o a maximum resolution of 25 pm in real space) [1] . 

The ISTEM image was acquired by setting the energy filter to

ave a slit width of 25 eV around the zero-loss peak and is shown

n Fig. 2 . A simulation is overlaid, in which, to take into account

pecimen tilt in the experiment, we assumed a tilt of 3 mrad in

he [110] direction. We also assumed that the image forming lens

as underfocused by 12.5 nm and had an effective aperture of

5 mrad. Agreement between the simulation and experiment was

btained by further assuming a specimen thickness of 15 nm and

y applying a Gaussian blur with a HWHM of 0.035 nm to the raw

imulated image to take into account the limitations discussed at

he end of the last paragraph as well as specimen instabilities and

ontamination. The pure oxygen columns are readily visible in the

STEM image, as are the titanium/oxygen and strontium columns. 

For this same specimen we now record three separate images

ith a 25 eV energy window centered at 491 eV, 514 eV and

47 eV using the Gatan Quantum energy filter of the PICO micro-

cope. The area and pixel size of the scan were chosen to be simi-

ar to those of the camera. The energy loss selection was achieved

y elevating the acceleration voltage [2] . The energies of the first

wo images are pre-edge and the final image is post the oxygen K -

dge (532 eV). To obtain an elemental map, the three images were

egistered, and the average of the two pre-edge images was sub-

racted from the post edge image after multiplication by a factor

hat was chosen in such a way that the minimum intensity in the

ifference was close to zero. This is based on the hypothesis that

he signal intensity contribution of the K -edge is close to zero in

ome areas of the image. This unorthodox method for the three-

indow evaluation was used because the conventional technique

f fitting exponential decays to the pre-edge images failed, due to

oise and specimen-contamination during the acquisition. The rea-

on for these obstacles is the fact that the voltage setting and the

lignment of scan area and camera had to be done manually for

ach of the three EFISTEM images as there are no automated rou-

ines yet, as exist for conventional EFTEM. Thus a large fraction of

he dose is not used for the actual image acquisition. This could

e improved in the future by an automated routine. This approach
ives the energy-filtered map shown in Fig. 3 , which, for improve-

ent of the signal-to-noise ratio, was formed by shifting the im-

ge in multiples of the lattice constant left and right and up and

own by three unit cells and then averaging over these images un-

er the assumption that the specimen does not change over this

rea. There is now a minimum signal (dark contrast) at the posi-

ion of the (pure) Sr columns. There is a strong signal from O on

he Ti/O columns and a more diffuse signal is evident at the sites

f the pure O columns. This clearly demonstrates that EFISTEM al-

ows one to acquire elemental maps. A simulation of the EFISTEM

mage for the given experimental conditions and assuming a spec-

men of thickness 15 nm (overlaid in Fig. 3 ) firstly confirms that,

n this case, the oxygen signal is a minimum on the Sr columns

nd this is consistent with the background subtraction procedure

sed for this particular set of experimental conditions. We also see

hat one should expect a reduced signal on the pure O columns,

 result which also occurs in the reciprocal STEM EELS geometry

nd which has been discussed in detail in Ref. [16] . The signal on

he pure O columns is compromised by a low signal to noise ra-

io in the experimental image. The contrast was optimized in the

xperiment and simulation clearly suggests that this was achieved

round zero defocus, unlike the substantial underfocus for the sep-

rately acquired ISTEM image in Fig. 2 . The same Gaussian blur

nferred from the ISTEM image in Fig. 2 (HWHM 0.035 nm) has

een applied here. That the defocus of the imaging lens can be de-

isively deduced is shown by the simulated EFISTEM through-focal

eries in Fig. 4 (a) (no Gaussian blur applied). This series is plot-

ed on a common gray scale and therefore is an indication of how

ontrast changes as the defocus of the imaging lens changes. The

ontrast was optimized in the experiment and simulation clearly

uggests that this was around zero defocus. A similar focal series

alculated for EFTEM in Fig. 4 (b) shows that defocus value at which

he best contrast occurs is not as well defined in that case. 

The thickness of the specimen was estimated to be around

5 nm by comparing high-angle annular dark-field STEM images
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Fig. 4. (a) The EFISTEM simulation in Fig. 3 is compared with defocus values 

around zero defocus of the image forming lens (underfocus values are negative). 

The contrast in this through focal series is on a common contrast scale to best rep- 

resent what would be seen in the microscope. The best contrast is clearly obtained 

at zero defocus. In (b) we have a similar defocus series for EFTEM under the same 

imaging conditions. (c) The EFISTEM simulation in Fig. 3 can be compared with 

these EFISTEM images for a range of thickness values (all at zero defocus). The im- 

age for each thickness is on its own contrast scale. (d) EFTEM images for the same 

conditions as in (c) but for EFTEM. 
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to simulations [17–19] . This thickness was used in the simulation

of the ISTEM image in Fig. 2 and by varying the defocus agreement

between experiment and theory could be obtained. The EFISTEM

simulations for a wide range of thicknesses around that value are

shown in Fig. 4 (c). What is remarkable is the stability in contrast

of the EFISTEM images as the thickness varies. This is not the case

for equivalent EFTEM images, as shown in Fig. 4 (d). 

4. Theory and simulation 

We calculated the ISTEM, EFISTEM and EFTEM images using the

quantum excitation of phonons (QEP) model [20] . In the context of

the QEP model, the key equation used to calculate the intensity in

the recording plane for the EFISTEM (for each probe position) and

EFTEM simulations is given by [2] 

I( r ) = 

∫ ∑ 

α,n 

| T ( r ) � φα,n ( r , t, τ) | 2 | a 0 ( τ) | 2 d τ , (1)

where T ( r ) , with r perpendicular to the optical axis, is the transfer

function of the imaging lens and is convolved with the auxiliary

functions φα, n ( r , t , τ) that represent an electron at the exit sur-

face of a specimen with thickness t after the ionization of atom α
to leave the system in a final state n . Final states that are consis-

tent with the settings of the energy filter are taken into account.

The integration is a quantum mechanical average over nuclear co-

ordinates, where | a 0 ( τ)| 2 , the modulus squared of the wave func-

tion describing the nuclear subsystem for the set of nuclear coor-

dinates τ , acts as a probability distribution and takes into account

the crystal being in a superposition of phonon states. If the atom

labeled by α is at a depth z in the specimen, then the auxiliary

function at the exit surface, φα, n ( r , t , τ) in Eq. (1) , is obtained af-

ter channeling the auxiliary function generated at z , immediately

after ionization, through the distance t − z to the exit surface. For

EFISTEM simulations, Eq. (1) is calculated for different positions of
he focused probe and the resulting intensities are then summed

ncoherently. The generation of the auxiliary function at z due to

n ionization event is given by [20,21] 

α,n (r , z, τ) = 

m 

2 π i h̄ 

2 k n 
H α,n 0 (r , τ) φ0 (r , z, τ) . (2)

ere m is the (relativistically corrected) electron mass and k n is the

ave number of the electron after the inelastic scattering event

also relativistically corrected). The modulus squared of the tran-

ition potential H α,n 0 ( r , τ), for an excitation of atom α from the

nitial (bound) state denoted by 0 to the continuum state n after

onization, gives the probability of that transition occurring. The

ependence on τ indicates that the potential moves with the atom

or each new configuration considered. The function φ0 ( r , z , τ) as-

ociated with the electron prior to ionization is obtained by chan-

eling the incident wave from the entrance surface for the con-

guration of atoms specified by τ . We use an angular momentum

asis to represent the transition potentials, the actual calculation of

hich are described in detail elsewhere [22] . It is the delocaliza-

ion of these potentials that determines the degree of preservation

f elastic contrast, in particular in EFTEM. 

. Summary and conclusions 

We have demonstrated the acquisition of elemental maps using

n incoherent approach to EFTEM, namely energy-filtered imag-

ng STEM (EFISTEM) that substantially reduces the effects of the

reservation of elastic contrast and provides more directly in-

erpretable images than those obtained in conventional EFTEM.

his more incoherent approach is equivalent to tilting the probe

hrough all angles inside a cone and incoherently adding the re-

ults but has the advantage that it is easier to implement. Addi-

ional merits of this approach are that it is immune to spatial in-

oherence in the electron source, coherent aberrations in the probe

orming lens and also to probe noise. Furthermore the contrast in

FISTEM maps was found to be remarkably stable when varying

pecimen thickness. A fundamental understanding of the imaging

hysics, based on calculations from first principles, has also been

resented. 
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